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The digitalization of energy sectors has expanded the coding responsibilities for power engineers and researchers. This 

research article explores the potential of leveraging Large Language Models (LLMs) to alleviate this burden. Here, we 

propose LLM-based frameworks for different programming tasks in power systems. For well-defined and routine tasks 

like the classic unit commitment (UC) problem, we deploy an end-to-end framework to systematically assesses four 

leading LLMs—ChatGPT 3.5, ChatGPT 4.0, Claude and Google Bard in terms of success rate, consistency, and robust-

ness. For complex tasks with limited prior knowledge, we propose a human-in-the-loop framework to enable engineers 

and LLMs to collaboratively solve the problem through interactive-learning of method recommendation, problem decom-

position, subtask programming and synthesis. Through a comparative study between two frameworks, we find that hu-

man-in-the-loop features like web access, problem decomposition with field knowledge and human-assisted code syn-

thesis are essential as LLMs currently still fall short in acquiring cutting-edge and domain-specific knowledge to com-

plete a holistic problem-solving project.  

he digitalization of energy systems has led to a boost in 

coding and programming tasks such as forecasting1,2, 

scheduling3,4 and control5,6. The transition from tradi-

tional rule-based to program-based approaches has encom-

passed a wide range of applications, including tasks such as 

UC7,8 and large-scale renewable scheduling9,10. As a result, 

power engineers are now drowning in various programming 

languages and software tools and are facing two challenges. 

First, routine tasks such as daily UC and real-time economic 

dispatch demand repetitive coding and debugging processes, 

which can be time-consuming. This involves accommodating 

different locations, rolling timeframes and different constraints. 

Second, for unexplored problems such as ultra-fast renewable 

scheduling, engineers must be adept at organizing technology 

roadmaps and developing a deep understanding of problem 

modeling and coding, thereby requiring versatility in prior 

knowledge. 

The recent development of LLMs like ChatGPT has shown 

the potential to relieve the burden. It is demonstrated that be-

yond its mastery of language, LLM can solve novel and diffi-

cult tasks that span mathematics, coding, vision, medicine, law, 

psychology and more11. Users can describe their requirements 

in natural language and achieve semi-automatic or fully auto-

matic modeling and coding, enabling engineers and researchers 

to focus on domain-specific problem-solving and design12,13. In 

the area of mathematics and physics, researchers have proved 

that LLMs can program numerical algorithms14. In the area of 

chemistry, LLMs can generate functional computer code re-

lated to chemical equations, chemical structures, units and 

principles15. In the area of electronic engineering, researchers 

have utilized LLMs to assist in the writing of Hardware De-

scription Language (HDL)16. 

Inspired by successful applications in other sectors, this pa-

per explores the question of whether power engineers could 

similarly benefit from such advances and in what capacity. De-

spite an extensive literature review, we discovered no reports 

concerning the application of LLM-based models within the 

energy domain. To fill this research gap, we propose two LLM-

based frameworks energy system applications as illustrated in 

Fig. 1, ranging from routine tasks to innovative tasks. For rou-

tine tasks, we adopt a straight forward end-to-end framework 

to evaluate four LLMs including ChatGPT 3.5, ChatGPT 4.0, 

Claude and Google Bard in terms of success rate, consistency 

and robustness. The UC problem is employed as a representa-

tive example. For innovative tasks, we propose a human-in-

the-loop framework including method recommendation, prob-

lem decomposition, subtask programming and synthesis. The 

problem of accelerating large-scale power system dispatching 

is tested. The frameworks enable power engineers and re-

searchers to select appropriate prompts and steps that fully uti-

lize the LLMs hinging upon the problem's categorization. 
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Fig. 1 | Two LLM-based frameworks for different programming tasks in power systems. This figure proposes two frameworks for power 

engineers to solve programming tasks in the energy domain. a, an end-to-end framework for LLMs to address routine power system tasks where 

power engineers know the solution but need time-saving automation. The framework includes:   prompt design,   auto-modeling,   auto-correc-

tion,   auto-coding and   auto-debugging. A set of evaluation metrics are designed to assess LLMs on a multi-metric scale, encompassing pre-

knowledge in prompt, model assessment metrics and code assessment metrics in terms of success rate, consistency, and robustness. b, an 

human-in-the-loop framework to empower LLMs to solve innovative tasks in power systems where power engineers have limited prior knowledge 

and can only describe it in simple and abstract natural language. The framework includes:   simple prompt,   method recommendation,   prob-

lem decomposition,   subtask programming and   synthesis and evaluation. Features like web access, problem decomposition with field 

knowledge and human-assisted code synthesis are helpful for the successful completion of innovative tasks.  
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Solving routine tasks with the End-to-end 

Framework 
We evaluate the performance of 4 LLMs using unit commit-

ment, which is a classic routine task for power system opera-

tion, involving the determination of an optimal schedule for 

generating units to meet the expected demand over a given time 

horizon while minimizing costs and adhering to other opera-

tional generation constraints. UC is typically formulated as a 

mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) problem. The task 

can be time-consuming involving repetitive coding and debug-

ging process. LLM could automate the work for engineers 

through the end-to-end framework including prompt design, 

auto-modeling, auto-correction, auto-coding and auto-debug-

ging. Typical modeling and coding processes are exemplified 

in Fig. 2.  

Although the end-to-end framework is straightforward, the 

focus here is to evaluate performances of different LLMs on 

routine tasks. For modelling tasks, we would identify whether 

the model is correct using engineering experience and then 

point out the error type to the LLM through new prompts with-

out specifically indicating how to modify it. For coding tasks, 

we first ran the code provided by the LLM to pinpoint bugs. If 

there was a bug, the error message from the language environ-

ment (e.g. Python interpreter) was sent directly back to the 

LLM for modification. If the program ran successfully, we fi-

nally checked whether a UC solution matched the optimal so-

lution produced by commercial power system dispatching soft-

ware. If inconsistencies were found, this information was di-

rectly fed back to the LLM for modification. With such itera-

tions between power engineers and LLMs, it is possible for 

LLMs to automatically program the UC problem. The detailed 

process is exemplified in Supplementary from Table 1 to Table 

4.

 

 
Fig. 2 | Auto-modeling and auto-coding of LLM for the UC problem. This figure demonstrates the basic modeling and coding process of LLM 

under the prompt of researchers. a, in response to the prompt for modeling, LLM gave out the basic mathematical model of UC, including an 

objective function for minimizing the total cost of generators and generation constraints such as power balance constraint and power output limit 

constraint. b, in response to the prompt for coding, LLM used Gurobi optimizer as a solver and successfully wrote the Python code to solve the 

UC problem based on the mathematical model built above. 

 

Evaluation Metrics 
Success rate: The metric of success rate refers to the rate of 

successful modeling or coding tasks completed in repeated ex-

periments shown in Fig. 3. At the model level, we focus on 

objective correctness, constraints correctness and complete-

ness. ‘Objective correctness’ assesses if the objective function 

holistically includes the fuel cost, start-up and shut-down costs 

across all scheduling periods and generation units. ‘Constraints 

correctness’ ensures constraints are accurately defined in rela-

tion to the decision variables and given parameters, and ‘Con-

straints completeness’ verifies that constraints envelop the en-

tire spectrum of requirements like unit power range, start-stop 

Prompt for modeling

Prompt for coding

Code resultModel result

In the field of optimal dispatching of power systems, there is a common 

problem called unit commitment, which is to minimize the operating cost of the 

unit on the basis of meeting the power generation commitment. Please give 

the mathematical model of unit commitment. 

Let's represent the unit commitment problem as a mixed-integer linear 

program (MILP). 
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The above formulation is a basic example of unit commitment problem. 

Please give me the python code to solve the unit commitment problem based 

on the mathematical model we built above. 



 

relationship transformation, and any bespoke constraints from 

user prompts. At the code level, we first use ‘Error-free execu-

tion’ to test if the code generated by the LLM can execute bug-

free. On top of that, we further compare the dispatching deci-

sions from LLM’s code with those from commercial software 

using ‘Decision verification’.  

Robustness: Since different users have unequal pre-

knowledge, their prompts vary in quality and may affect the 

performance of LLMs. To account for this variability, we have 

designed a range of prompts, from basic to sophisticated. The 

metric robustness refers to the success rate of the LLM under 

the worst-case scenario which is the basic prompt in Fig. 3. 

Examples of these can be found in Supplementary Table 5, 

where simple prompt might ask ‘Please give me the mathemat-

ical model of UC’ while more sophisticated ones may ask 

‘Please give me the mathematical model of UC. You should 

consider the operation cost, start-up cost and shut-down cost 

of generators in the objective. The constraints include power 

balance constraint, power limit constraint, carbon emission 

constraint…’.   

Consistency: A notable challenge with LLMs is non-repli-

cability, that is, they might produce different outputs for the 

same input due to the inherent stochastic nature of the model. 

The metric consistency reflects whether the results given by 

LLMs can be reliably reproduced regardless of their correct-

ness. While it's challenging to obtain word-for-word identical 

answers, we consider a response consistent if it fulfils the same 

function. As shown in Fig. 3, this metric corresponds to the 

number of times the output is repeated across three independ-

ent trials.  

For this research, we designed three different levels of pre-

knowledge in prompts and each prompt is repeated three times. 

Fig. 3 exemplifies this using ChatGPT 3.5. The numbers in 

brackets refer to the iterations required to achieve a satisfactory 

answer through human feedback, that is, the number of 

prompts required for auto-correction and auto-debugging. Typ-

ical feedback prompts in iteration process are shown in Sup-

plementary Table 6.  

 
Fig. 3 | Evaluating ChatGPT 3.5 in the UC task. This figure demonstrates the evaluation results of ChatGPT 3.5. In the far left column under the 

'prompt type' section, we differentiated three types of prompts: from simple description to sophisticated description. We conducted three inde-

pendent, repeated trials for the same category of prompts. We employed a straightforward tick ‘√’ notation in the corresponding table if the result 

is accurate and the number of iterations is three or fewer. Conversely, if these criteria aren't met, an ‘×’ is marked. It's important to note that a ‘√’ 

is ascribed to the overall model correctness metric only when all underlying indicators are ticked with ‘√’. If even one fails to meet the mark, the 

overall indicator is labelled as ‘×’. We accordingly compute metrics such as robustness, consistency, and success rate. The specific calculation 

methods can be found in the ‘method’ section. 

 

We used these metrics to perform a comprehensive assess-

ment of these LLMs as shown in Fig. 4. The paid subscription 

model, ChatGPT 4.0 outperforms its counterparts consistently 

across all evaluation metrics.  

Among free LLMs, Google Bard failed in both modeling and 

coding. This may be associated with a lack of exposure to 

power system issues in its training data. ChatGPT 3.5 and 

Claude exhibited moderate success rates (2.0 score), showing 

their ability in programming. Closer error analysis revealed 

ChatGPT 3.5 and Claude repeatedly failed to model accurate 

minimum start-up and shut-down time constraints, especially 

under the prompts with 'Simple description'.  

In terms of robustness, free LLMs displayed noticeable def-

icits under low-quality prompts. It reflects the lack of expertise 

in the power and energy sector. For example, they may strug-

gled with the representation of start-up and shut-down costs, 

which involve the introduction of integer variables and the lin-

earization of the model—aspects not hinted at in the simple 

prompts. In conclusion, users with limited prior knowledge 

will benefit most from paid models like ChatGPT 4.0. Among 

Prompt 

type
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trials

Model assessment Code assessment

Objective 

correctness

Constraints 

correctness

Constraints 

completeness

Total model

Correctness

Error-free 

execution

Decision 

verification

Simple 

description

Trial 1 √(3) √(1) √(1) √(3) √(0) √(3)

Trial 2 √(0) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) √(0) ×(3)

Trial 3 √(0) ×(3) √(3) ×(3) √(1) ×(3)

Intermediate 

description

Trial 1 √(0) √(1) √(0) √(1) √(3) √(0)

Trial 2 √(0) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) √(1) ×(3)

Trial 3 √(3) √(1) √(1) √(3) √(1) √(3)

Sophisticated 

description

Trial 1 √(0) √(2) √(0) √(2) √(2) √(0)

Trial 2 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(1) √(2)

Trial 3 √(0) √(0) √(1) √(1) √(1) √(2)

Consistency = 2 Consistency = 3

Success rate = 2

Robustness = 1

Success rate = 3
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free models, ChatGPT 3.5 has the possibility to successfully 

complete the task under the simple prompt, achieving rela-

tively higher scores on robustness than Claude. It shows the 

ChatGPT 3.5 model may have higher inherent variability in 

their architecture and training data.   

This variability, on the other hand, causes ChatGPT 3.5 scor-

ing lower on consistency compared with Claude. As this incon-

sistency only occurs under the simple prompt, one possible rea-

son is the ambiguity of the prompt triggers the model to explore 

different styles of answers. Other LLMs generally scored well 

on the consistency metric, indicating that they are capable of 

replicating power system programs given the same prompts.  

 
Fig. 4 | Comparative analysis of LLMs in addressing UC. This figure quantifies the proficiency of various LLMs including ChatGPT 3.5, 

ChatGPT 4.0, Claude and Google Bard in handling UC tasks, as assessed through our devised six metrics: ‘model consistency’, ‘code consistency’, 

‘model success rate’, ‘code success rate’, ‘model robustness’ and ‘code robustness’. This graphical representation comprises of six axes, each 

corresponding to one of our evaluation metrics. Each axis spans from the centre to the outer edge of the radar, with the outer edge indicating 

superior performance and the centre indicating lesser performance. By interconnecting the values along these axes for each LLM, the radar chart 

reveals the multifaceted capabilities and comparative strengths and weaknesses in their approach to UC modeling and coding tasks. 

 

It is difficult for LLMs to produce accurate outputs with a 

single prompt. Instead, we anticipate LLMs to refine their out-

puts based on human feedback. Given this approach, it be-

comes essential to evaluate the efficiency of LLMs in assimi-

lating feedback and rectifying errors across iterations. Addi-

tionally, different auto-correction abilities reveal some models 

may be more receptive and adaptive to feedback than others.  

Therefore, we further explored the adaptive capabilities of 

LLMs via an iteration correctness test. Fig. 5 illustrates the suc-

cess rates of these LLMs under different feedback iteration 

times, spanning six scenarios that include three prompt quali-

ties and two tasks: modeling and coding. ChatGPT 4.0 required 

minimal feedback (no more than one iteration) to correct its 

responses under all six scenarios while Google Bard failed to 

deliver satisfactory results after three iterations. Under simple 

prompts, only ChatGPT 4.0 were able to achieve a full model 

success rate, with ChatGPT 3.5 at 33.3% and Google Bard and 

Claude at 0%. As the prompts progressed to sophisticated, the 

number of iterations required decreased. The initial success 

rate rose from 0% to finally 66.7% (ChatGPT 4.0), 100% 

(Claude) and 33.3% (ChatGPT 3.5) in modeling tasks, and 100% 

(ChatGPT 4.0, Claude) and 33.3% (ChatGPT 3.5) in coding 

tasks. An interesting observation is while ChatGPT 3.5 and 

Claude yield similar results in terms of success rate, Claude 

generally reached optimal accuracy in fewer iterations in inter-

mediate and sophisticated prompt than ChatGPT 3.5, display-

ing better learning rates.

 



 

 
Fig. 5 | Evaluation of correctness in response to feedback iteration. The figure is organized as a grid of line charts, distributed across two 

rows and three columns. Each row (sub-figure a to c, d to f) represents the test results under distinct task types—modeling and coding respectively, 

while each column (sub-figure a to d, b to e, c to f) demonstrates results under different prompt conditions. Every sub-figure within the grid shows 

the progression of correctness rates for the various LLMs with increasing counts of manual corrections. The correctness metric is deemed suc-

cessful only when all subtasks under the given task have been successfully completed in a single testing instance. This exposition underscores 

the LLMs' in-depth exploration of their capacity for error correction and the refinement of their responses in a feedback-driven environment. 

 

Exploring innovative tasks with LLM – Human-

in-the-loop Framework 
Building upon the understanding of LLM’s capabilities for rou-

tine tasks in energy systems, this stage extends to complex ap-

plications where engineers or researchers have limited prior 

knowledge. With the fast development of the smart grid, inno-

vative problems without clear specific solutions keep appear-

ing. These problems lack analytical expression and often come 

up as abstract questions in natural language. An example of 

such problems is the acceleration of large-scale power system 

optimization, especially when considering the increasing un-

certainty from renewables. Without much prior knowledge, en-

gineers may start the conversation with a simple prompt such 

as ‘how to use advanced technology to accelerate the dispatch 

process of a large-scale power system’. It would be difficult for 

an LLM to fulfil the holistic project from modeling to coding 

based on this abstract prompt.  

Hence, we propose a human-in-the-loop framework to ena-

ble LLMs and power engineers to collaboratively address the 

innovative problem. As shown in Fig. 1 (b), the framework 

aims to leverage LLM’s versatile ability and act as an algorith-

mic engineer to support the project. We designed the experi-

ment with the best model so far (ChatGPT 4.0) to enable a more 

focused examination. Upon initiating our dialogue shown in 

Supplementary Table 7, it is noticed that machine learning 

methods and advanced optimization algorithms can be used for 

UC acceleration. Taking machine learning as an example, 

ChatGPT recommended the following paper ‘Solving mixed 

integer programs using neural networks’ and the corresponding 

method of neural diving (ND) to achieve the acceleration of 

UC in large-scale power systems. It may not be an easy task 

for power engineers to develop a new program for this specific 

application from scratch. Our idea is to leverage ChatGPT to 

accomplish this through step-by-step questioning.  

Following the framework, ChatGPT broke the problem 

down into 6 steps: 1. Data Collection and Pre-processing, 2. 

Training Data Generation, 3. Neural Network Design and 

Training, 4. Integration into Branch-and-Bound, 5. Evaluation 

and Fine-tuning and 6. Deployment, as shown in Supplemen-

tary Table 8. As the breakdown is quite broad, we need to fur-

ther decompose each part into programmable subtasks. This 

process requires field knowledge in power systems and pro-

gramming, in which human involvement is beneficial.  

After reading the paper, we understand the fundamental idea 

of ND is to establish a mapping from external conditions (such 

as load, wind/solar output, and generation cost) to unit status 

(on/off) through a graph convolution neural network (GCNN). 

By directly predicting the on/off status in UC, integer variables 

are constrained, transforming the original MILP issue into a 

Linear Programming (LP) problem, thus achieving UC accel-

eration. Based on this knowledge, we manually designed the 

technical roadmap as depicted in Extended Data Fig. 1.  

So far, power engineers have decomposed it into six coding 

subtasks, where each can be automatically completed by the 

LLM. For example, the first one is ‘Data Collection and Pre-

processing’, which consist of bipartite graph representations of 

MILP problem instances with varying parameters and their 

corresponding solutions. Apart from the research paper on ND, 

no existing tutorials or online codes were found in current 

search engines on how to convert a MILP instance into a bipar-

tite graph data structure. Additionally, there are no established 

Python libraries or functions available that can directly read an 

LP file and convert it into a bipartite graph structure. To our 

surprise, through its strong semantic understanding, ChatGPT 

offered researchers valuable programming insights and gener-

ated the requisite code to bridge this gap, as delineated in Sup-

plementary Table 9.  



 

Based on the success of ‘Data collection and Pre-processing', 

we also discovered that ChatGPT has the ability to construct 

neural network models tailored to specific input-output struc-

tures for GCNN, which is shown in Supplementary Table 10. 

Furthermore, it can assist researchers in quickly discovering 

relevant Python packages for their specific needs. The pack-

age-based code provided by ChatGPT significantly reduces the 

development difficulty for engineers. Detailed prompts, re-

sponses and codes for neural diving training are presented in 

Supplementary Table 11.  

Conclusively, LLM can quickly search and recommend ap-

propriate papers and methods to kick off the project. After 

learning the overall technical roadmap, power engineers need 

to manually decompose it into programmable subtasks using 

field knowledge. For a well-decomposed problem, each sub-

task is equivalent to the routine tasks described in the first part 

of the paper. We can utilize the end-to-end framework to model 

the subtasks analytically and program corresponding bug-free 

codes. These subtasks need to undergo code synthesis to 

achieve full functionality and be integrated into a unified pro-

ject. Power engineers needed to leverage their expertise to syn-

thesize key sub-modules, and also make necessary adjustments 

to the code, such as changes in file paths and tuning of model 

hyperparameters to ensure optimal project performance and 

cohesiveness.  

Comparative Study. One of our key finding is that human-in-

the-loop is still required for power system innovative tasks. We 

will show this through a comparative study between two frame-

works on the same task. The interactive learning between hu-

man and LLM is illustrated on the left side of Fig. 6. First, it’s 

noted that due to the nature of language generation models, it 

cannot guarantee that LLM always provides ‘real’ literature. 

Also, since the training data of ChatGPT is stuck in 2022, it 

cannot ensure to provide the latest results. Here utilize the 

‘WebChatGPT’, a plugin designed to facilitate the web-ena-

bled environment, where ChatGPT referenced an authentic pa-

per ‘Solving mixed integer programs using neural networks’ in 

arXiv in 2020. Power engineers can download and learn key 

methodologies in this paper. In turn, engineers could enhance 

its prompts from abstract to specific by detailing the subtasks 

like forging optimal joint variable assignments and narrowing 

the objective function variances. It forms an interactive learn-

ing process between humans and LLM. 

 

 
Fig. 6 | Comparative performance of UC acceleration models under Human-in-the-loop and end-to-end frameworks. The upper half of the 

figure shows the recommended methods and literature under two frameworks. Following the methods recommended, the lower half of the figure 

showcases the predictive accuracy and feasibility (i.e., whether predicted solutions satisfy constraints) of both models across 100 UC samples. 

The bar plot's x-axis represents the relative error between the operating cost under LLM’s decisions and the optimal operating cost using com-

mercial solvers. The y-axis indicates the occurrence frequency of the error interval. Predictions deemed feasible are in light blue while infeasible 

ones are in dark blue. a, panel a depicts results achieved under human-in-the-loop framework. The solutions are mostly feasible with high accuracy. 

b, panel b depicts results achieved using end-to-end framework. The alternative approach predominantly produces infeasible solutions with di-

minished precision. 
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The bottom of Fig. 6 (a) showcases the accuracy of our 

model trained using the human-in-the-loop framework. Out of 

a test set comprising 100 samples, 86% of the predicted solu-

tions were found to be feasible. The operating cost is close to 

the optimal, with an R2 value of 0.783. This high accuracy can 

be attributed to the model's primary function, which is to pre-

dict unit status (on/off) for the UC problem. Once these integer 

solutions are established, the model addresses the remaining 

subproblems using the physical model containing all con-

straints, thereby ensuring a high degree of feasibility.  

By contrast, Fig. 6 (b) depicted the outcome if we directly 

employ the end-to-end framework. In the environment without 

web access, the recommended paper ‘Deep learning for mixed 

integer linear programming’ in NeurIPS 2020 does not exist. 

As a result, engineers are unable to learn and feedback high-

quality prompts. The rest of this project was solely reliant on 

the LLM. LLM employed a standard multi-layer perceptron to 

directly predict all variable values for the UC problem. How-

ever, this generic model struggles to simultaneously satisfy all 

of the constraints for complex power systems. For the same test 

set, only 39% of the predicted solutions were feasible, and the 

operating cost deviated from the optimal, resulting in an R2 

value of -859.468. 

Then, we zoom in the decomposition stage steps to analyse 

the difference of two frameworks: 1. Engineers read the rec-

ommended paper and feedback to ChatGPT through prompts 

with improved quality for problem decomposition. 2. Ask 

ChatGPT to perform the problem decomposition autono-

mously.  

Take the first step ‘data collection and pre-processing’ as an 

example. In Fig. 7 (a), a power engineer outlined the key steps 

of the subtask, detailed the input and output characteristics, and 

stressed that the primary objective of dataset generation is to 

produce bipartite graph data as shown in the green box. Fol-

lowing this prompt, ChatGPT successfully programmed the 

task and generated the bipartite graph of the dataset.  

Conversely, in Fig. 7 (b), ChatGPT was solely tasked with a 

simple prompt. The step-by-step guide decomposed by 

ChatGPT is still broad as shown in the red box. The resultant 

code proved to be bug-free after auto-debugging attempts but 

only produced an empty dataset which cannot be directly used 

as training data for the next stage. Thus, while ChatGPT is able 

to identify relevant papers, it still lacks the ability to digest field 

knowledge and new techniques. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7 | Comparative analysis of code executability for 'Data Collection and Pre-processing' upon different problem decomposition.  

a, panel (a) depicts the scenario where power engineers specify the input-output requirements for the task: gathering samples from LP-formatted 

raw data and constructing data in a specific format for subsequent network training (highlighted in green in the left prompt). As a result, LLM-

generated code constructs a bipartite graph from LP-formatted UC instances, offering a conducive structure for subsequent neural network learn-

ing. b, in contrast, panel (b) asks the LLM to break down the task by itself (highlighted in red in the right prompt). The breakdown is generic and 

the LLM-generated code struggles to effectively extract critical features from LP-formatted raw data, thereby hindering the generation of the 

subsequent dataset for model training. 

Let's implement “Data Collection and Preprocessing” in detail.

We already have a batch of historical data with LP Format, which store the

structure and parameters of unit commitment.

Next, you need to act as a Neural Diving developer…The specific requirements

for this program are as follows:

1.The input is a file with LP Format of the MIP instance.

2.The output is the bipartite graph (e.g. with adjacency matrix and node

features) corresponding to the MIP instances, as the input of the Neural Diving

model.

Our file storage path is "data/uc/", and the file name format is "instance*.lp".

Please provide the complete executable code, read all files, and get a batch of

samples.

Let's implement “Data Collection and Preprocessing” in detail.

We already have a batch of historical data with LP Format, which store the

structure and parameters of unit commitment.

Please devote yourself to break down the “Data Collection and Preprocessing”

task into several steps，and finally generate a dataset suitable for the Neural

Diving model.

Our file storage path is "data/uc/", and the file name format is "instance*.lp".

Please provide the complete executable code, read all files, and get a batch of

samples.

Prompt with break down

Prompt without break down

...
def construct_bipartite_graph(variables, constraints, 
obj_coeffs):

B = nx.Graph()
B.add_nodes_from(variables, bipartite=0) # Add variable 

nodes
B.add_nodes_from(constraints, bipartite=1) # Add 

constraint nodes

# Logic to add edges between variables and constraints 
based on non-zero coefficients

for constraint, coeffs in constraints.items():
for variable, coeff in coeffs.items():

if coeff != 0:
B.add_edge(variable, constraint, weight=coeff)

return B
...

Bipartite dataset

...
def parse_lp(file_path):

with open(file_path, 'r') as file:
lines = file.readlines()

constraints = []
objective = None
# Extract constraints and objective function
for line in lines:

if line.startswith('Minimize') or
line.startswith('Maximize'):

objective = line.split()[1:]
elif line.startswith('Subject To'):

constraints = lines[lines.index(line)+1:]
return objective, constraints

def convert_to_matrix(objective, constraints):
objective_matrix = np.array(objective) # Placeholder
constraints_matrix = np.array(constraints) # Placeholder
return objective_matrix, constraints_matrix

...

Here's a detailed breakdown and code implementation:

1. File Reading: … 4. Data Aggregation: …

2. Parsing LP Format: … 5. Final Dataset Preparation: …

3. Feature Engineering: …

Empty dataset

陶1



 

Discussion 
This study explores LLMs’ ability to assist routine tasks in the 

energy sector employing a straightforward end-to-end frame-

work that spans from conceptualization to coding and debug-

ging of power system problems. A set of quantitative metrics 

is designed to compare 4 commercial LLMs in terms of success 

rate, consistency and robustness when applied to power sys-

tems. The results showcase that ChatGPT 4.0 outperforms 

ChatGPT 3.5, Claude and Google Bard for tasks in power sys-

tem optimization.  

Furthermore, we established a human-in-the-loop frame-

work to capture the capabilities of LLM in addressing innova-

tive challenges within power systems. In this pursuit, we pin-

pointed key development tips to augment the performance of 

LLMs. ChatGPT 4.0 demonstrates a notable ability to tackle 

abstract and unexplored challenges, thereby showcasing its po-

tential as a valuable resource for engineers and researchers ad-

dressing the future complexities of low-carbon power systems. 

While this primarily exploratory study highlights the poten-

tial of the LLM, we also note its limitations. (1) LLMs’ data-

bases may be outdated, requiring supplemental measures such 

as web-based access for updated and authentic information. (2) 

LLM lacks field knowledge in power knowledge, sometimes 

resulting in technically infeasible routes. Human-in-the-loop 

and manual problem-decomposition are still required at this 

stage. (3) The intrinsic constraint of LLM in retaining code 

context over prolonged interactions leads to occurrences of the 

‘memory loss’ phenomenon. To mitigate this, human involve-

ment is recommended to synthesize various sub-modules to re-

alise expected functions. 

Hence, the present LLMs are more appropriately positioned 

as algorithmic engineers within the power engineering domain 

rather than as product managers. While proficient in funda-

mental tasks, including resource retrieval, methodological in-

tegration, model development, and code generation, it falls 

short in acquiring cutting-edge and domain-specific knowledge 

to establish technical pathways and maintain a holistic project 

perspective. This indicates an avenue for future advancements 

and refinements in LLM to achieve a fully automated power 

system AI solution.  

 

Method 
The evaluation metrics. In the experimental procedure, we es-

tablished the method for calculating metrics to assess the abil-

ities of LLMs in addressing the UC problem. We instituted a 

series of binary integer variables
. .

ij

m obj corx , 
. .

ij

m con corx , 
. .

ij

m con comx , 

.

ij

c verix , 
.

ij

c bug freex −
to indicate whether the LLMs achieved certain 

standards, namely, ‘Objective correctness’, ‘Constraints cor-

rectness’ , ‘Constraints completeness’ , ‘Error-free execution’ 

and ‘Decision verification’. If these standards were met, the 

variable was assigned a value of 1; otherwise, it was set to 0. 

In this context, the superscript index i designates the i-th type 

of prompts, and j denotes the j-th trail.  

1. The formula for calculating the success rate (SR) is: 
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where mSR denotes the success rate for modeling, and cSR signi-

fies the success rate of coding. The function ( )  returns a value 

of 1 if the equation within the parentheses is satisfied; other-

wise, it returns 0. Specifically, when ( ) 1  = , it indicates that in 

the i-th type of prompt during the j-th trial, the LLM success-

fully completed the modeling or coding task. Summing over 

three trials yields a success rate metric within the range of 0-3. 

The outer summation and fraction symbolize the average suc-

cess rate across the three types of prompts tested.  

2. The formula for calculating the consistency (CO) is: 
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where mCO represents the consistency in modeling, and cCO

signifies the consistency in coding, and ( )  is a piecewise 

function related to integer variables, as depicted in (5). That is, 

when all three trials are either successful or unsuccessful, the 

( )   returns 3. otherwise, it returns 2. The outer summation 

and fraction symbolize the average success rate across the three 

types of prompts tested. 
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3. The formula of the robustness (RO) is: 
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where mRO  represents the model robustness, and cRO  repre-

sents the code robustness. It can be understood that the robust-

ness metric is the success rate when i=1 (prompts with simple 

description). 

 

Code availability 
All the codes used to reproduce these experiments (including 

the solution code of the UC generated by LLMs, the design 

code and examples of the ADMM algorithm, and Neural Div-

ing implemented on UC dataset) can be found in 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-Sys-

tem-Programming-Tasks.git.  
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Extended data 
1. Links to the dialogue process for the routine task results for the four different LLMs are as follow: 

LLMs Prompt type Links 

ChatGPT 3.5 

Simple 

description 

https://chat.openai.com/share/ca9b2d3b-4325-4fe3-9117-a8d239f69845 

https://chat.openai.com/share/f52b1395-af3d-499f-aa0b-3e90caa3e186 

https://chat.openai.com/share/2cbb99e1-7bd1-47ac-83f1-38eb9874eac2 

Intermediate 

description 

https://chat.openai.com/share/4e68bee3-7876-46ce-a907-c9897fffc769 

https://chat.openai.com/share/7834c60b-f4b2-4b88-a69d-d0d25f42419e 

https://chat.openai.com/share/5044a655-4801-4506-a5d5-c88ed9285171 

Sophisticated 

description 

https://chat.openai.com/share/fc3409d8-0464-4d15-8441-76c157476f1b 

https://chat.openai.com/share/5a9f264d-bc09-45ea-82d5-31dd013894de 

https://chat.openai.com/share/a4ac7315-9823-4dc8-8762-16409d8454ca 

ChatGPT 4.0 

Simple 

description 

https://chat.openai.com/share/2ac0460d-cba0-4f9b-bb25-1d38695ee656 

https://chat.openai.com/share/525b6348-00e0-480a-aaaa-cfdbb1784bc9 

https://chat.openai.com/share/f60bef24-dbd7-496f-b831-ec8110fde78c 

Intermediate 

description 

https://chat.openai.com/share/13626372-2626-4d0a-9ab3-817b5ce5b087 

https://chat.openai.com/share/71f1b70d-e2e6-4677-966e-891028b53c76 

https://chat.openai.com/share/284e12ce-c41b-4feb-922f-a2a9654efad5 

Sophisticated 

description 

https://chat.openai.com/share/e38ddee7-8f71-40db-b927-16e4c9ec4dcb 

https://chat.openai.com/share/23617eca-eac2-4e68-8a25-beab487cd7c6 

https://chat.openai.com/share/607c60dc-0c8d-4b1e-a7e1-ea32447bbcc1 

Claude 

Simple 

description 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/1.1.png 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/1.2.png 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/1.3.png 

Intermediate 

description 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/2.1.png 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/2.2.png 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/2.3.png 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2303.12712
https://arxiv.org/abs/2305.13243
https://chat.openai.com/share/ca9b2d3b-4325-4fe3-9117-a8d239f69845
https://chat.openai.com/share/f52b1395-af3d-499f-aa0b-3e90caa3e186
https://chat.openai.com/share/4e68bee3-7876-46ce-a907-c9897fffc769
https://chat.openai.com/share/7834c60b-f4b2-4b88-a69d-d0d25f42419e
https://chat.openai.com/share/fc3409d8-0464-4d15-8441-76c157476f1b
https://chat.openai.com/share/5a9f264d-bc09-45ea-82d5-31dd013894de
https://chat.openai.com/share/71f1b70d-e2e6-4677-966e-891028b53c76
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/1.1.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/1.1.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/1.2.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/1.2.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/2.1.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/2.1.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/2.2.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/2.2.png


 

Sophisticated 

description 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/3.1.png 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/3.2.png 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/mas-

ter/dialogue/claude/3.3.png 

Google Bard 

Simple 

description 

https://g.co/bard/share/19d51c1d7054 

https://g.co/bard/share/129fb4eb3e27 

https://g.co/bard/share/37611eeb2088 

Intermediate 

description 

https://g.co/bard/share/5de33da2e9db 

https://g.co/bard/share/f190136bbce4 

https://g.co/bard/share/d944d9fce0a8 

Sophisticated 

description 

https://g.co/bard/share/819dedf35ad6 

https://g.co/bard/share/bc972d6bc8da 

https://g.co/bard/share/10266d6288b1 

 

2. Test results for the four different LLMs are as follow: 
Table.A1 Test results of ChatGPT 3.5 

Prompt  

type 

Repeated 

trials 

Model assessment Code assessment 

Objective cor-

rectness 

Constraints 

correctness 

Constraints 

completeness 

Total model 

Correctness 

Error-free exe-

cution 

Decision veri-

fication 

Simple de-

scription 

Trial 1 √(3) √(1) √(1) √(3) √(0) √(3) 

Trial 2 √(0) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) 

Trial 3 √(0) ×(3) √(3) ×(3) √(1) ×(3) 

Intermediate 

description 

Trial 1 √(0) √(1) √(0) √(1) √(3) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(0) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) √(1) ×(3) 

Trial 3 √(3) √(1) √(1) √(3) √(1) √(3) 

Sophisti-

cated de-

scription 

Trial 1 √(0) √(2) √(0) √(2) √(2) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(1) √(2) 

Trial 3 √(0) √(0) √(1) √(1) √(1) √(2) 

 
Table.A2 Test results of ChatGPT 4.0 

Prompt  

type 

Repeated 

trials 

Model assessment Code assessment 

Objective correct-

ness 

Constraints 

correctness 

Constraints 

completeness 

Total model 

Correctness 

Error-free exe-

cution 

Decision veri-

fication 

Simple de-

scription 

Trial 1 √(0) √(1) √(1) √(1) √(1) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(1) √(0) √(1) √(1) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 3 √(0) √(0) √(1) √(1) √(1) √(0) 

Intermediate 

description 

Trial 1 √(1) √(0) √(1) √(1) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(1) √(0) √(0) √(1) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 3 √(0) √(1) √(0) √(1) √(0) √(0) 

Sophisticated 

description 

Trial 1 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 3 √(0) √(1) √(0) √(1) √(0) √(0) 

https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/3.1.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/3.1.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/3.2.png
https://github.com/BigdogManLuo/ChatGPT-for-Power-System-Programming-Tasks/blob/master/dialogue/claude/3.2.png
https://g.co/bard/share/19d51c1d7054
https://g.co/bard/share/129fb4eb3e27
https://g.co/bard/share/37611eeb2088
https://g.co/bard/share/5de33da2e9db
https://g.co/bard/share/819dedf35ad6
https://g.co/bard/share/bc972d6bc8da
https://g.co/bard/share/10266d6288b1


 

Table.A3 Test results of Claude 

Prompt  

type 

Repeated 

trials 

Model assessment Code assessment 

Objective correct-

ness 

Constraints 

correctness 

Constraints 

completeness 

Total model 

Correctness 

Error-free exe-

cution 

Decision veri-

fication 

Simple de-

scription 

Trial 1 √(1) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) 

Trial 2 ×(3) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) 

Trial 3 √(0) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) √(1) ×(3) 

Intermediate 

description 

Trial 1 √(2) √(0) √(0) √(2) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(3) √(0) √(0) √(3) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 3 √(1) √(3) √(0) √(3) √(1) √(0) 

Sophisticated 

description 

Trial 1 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(1) √(0) 

Trial 2 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) 

Trial 3 √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) √(0) 

 
Table.A4 Test results of Google Bard 

Prompt  

type 

Repeated 

trials 

Model assessment Code assessment 

Objective correct-

ness 

Constraints 

correctness 

Constraints 

completeness 

Total model 

Correctness 

Error-free exe-

cution 

Decision veri-

fication 

Simple de-

scription 

Trial 1 ×(3) ×(3) √(3) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Trial 2 ×(3) ×(3) √(3) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Trial 3 ×(3) ×(3) √(3) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Intermediate 

description 

Trial 1 ×(3) ×(3) √(2) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Trial 2 ×(3) ×(3) √(1) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Trial 3 ×(3) ×(3) √(1) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Sophisticated 

description 

Trial 1 √(0) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Trial 2 √(0) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

Trial 3 ×(3) ×(3) √(0) ×(3) ×(3) ×(3) 

 

 

3. Links to the dialogue process for accelerating large-scale power system dispatching are as follow: 

https://chat.openai.com/share/ae2257c3-e8ed-427c-9885-e18857e74899 

https://chat.openai.com/share/b629d6a5-b6f3-4e4b-856f-e022e2ba8aae 

https://chat.openai.com/share/a98e0f3b-239c-4001-831f-5135561f2b56 

 

https://chat.openai.com/share/ae2257c3-e8ed-427c-9885-e18857e74899
https://chat.openai.com/share/b629d6a5-b6f3-4e4b-856f-e022e2ba8aae
https://chat.openai.com/share/a98e0f3b-239c-4001-831f-5135561f2b56


 

 
Extended Data Fig. 1 | Implementation process of ND based on the route designed by ChatGPT4.0. During the 'Data collection and pre-
processing' phase, historical UC load demands and unit costs are amalgamated into a bipartite graph format to facilitate the representation of UC 
instances. The 'Training data generation' phase determines the on/off states of these units from historical instances through solvers. In the 'Neural 
network design and training' phase, the integrated bipartite graphs of UC instances and their historical on/off states serve as the training data for 
the Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN). In 'Integration into branch-and-bound', a well-trained GCN initially predicts the unit's on/off status, 
subsequently constraining it. This transition recasts the UC issue into a linear programming problem with only continuous variables. In 'Evaluation 

and fine-tuning and deployment', compared to the traditional branch-and-bound methods, this approach expedites UC solutions.  
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